**Specifications**

Active enclosure shall be rated IP66 and shall accommodate a micronode or consolidation point in an Industrial Ethernet architecture/topology. It shall be configured with a DIN rail for the attachment of an Industrial Ethernet hardened switch. All components mounted within the enclosure shall be secured to a vibration mitigation back plate for increased integrity in a harsh environment. Included shall be a power supply/converter and the necessary equipment for grounding, labeling, and cable management. The enclosure shall be equipped with four mounting brackets and two latches that shall accommodate lock-out/tag-out physical security products. Optional equipment shall allow for fiber uplinks, copper patch cords, and bulkhead jack fittings.

**Technical Information**

- **Standards:** IEC 60529
- **Dimensions:** 18.5"H x 18.5"W x 8.29"D (470 x 470 x 210mm)
- **Color and Material:** Gray, 14 gage galvannealed steel
- **Temperature:** Enclosure protects the active equipment to 60°C operating temperatures; an optional fan kit is available should higher temperatures and convectional cooling be required
- **Rating:** IP66; when fan kit is used enclosure carries a rating of IP54
- **Mounting:** Equipped with welded flanges/brackets for convenient wall, beam mounting
- **Packaging:** Includes assembled base, door, welded flanges, mounted vibration mitigation back plate, mounted 35mm DIN rail, 115/230V to 24V DC power supply/converter, enclosure kit containing labels, Tak-Ty® Hook & Loop Cable Ties, grounding cable, and adhesive back mounts

**Key Features and Benefits**

- **Flexibility:** Allows the designer of the Industrial Ethernet topology to locate hardened switches within the work zones or to remote areas of a plant or campus facility
- **Integrity:** Vibration mitigation back plate further improves the integrity of the network by reducing vibration on the critical components, e.g., the switch
- **Standard NEMA knockouts:** All copper or fiber bulkhead fittings are mounted into standard NEMA 30.5mm knockouts
- **Switch of choice:** 35mm DIN rail will accommodate any DIN rail mountable hardened switch; populated 14 port gland plate is available for 12 port, two-port uplink switches; unpopulated gland plate is available for fewer port-count switches

**Applications**

The IndustrialNet™ Ethernet Enclosure is designed to protect Industrial Ethernet hardened switches in harsh environments. The enclosure is ideally suited for work zone cells where the switch is integrated into the automation equipment. The enclosure allows for long runs (in the architecture) to be accommodated by fiber. It can also be used in the integration of Building Automation Systems into the LAN. With IP ratings of IP66 or IP54, the enclosure provides reliability and high performance, as an integral component to the end-to-end solution for Industrial Networks.
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